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The author must onfess to having ontemplated for some years a diagram of the following sort.
Diophantine geometry
theory of motives
✲
anabelian geometry
✛
To a large extent, the investigations to be brought up today arise from a urious inadequay having to
do with the arrow on the left. On the one hand, it is widely aknowledged that the theory of motives
nds a strong soure of inspiration in Diophantine geometry, inasmuh so many of the strutures,
onjetures, and results therein have as model the onjeture of Birh and Swinnerton-Dyer, where
the onern is with rational points on ellipti urves that an be as simple as
x3 + y3 = 1729.
Even in the general form disovered by Deligne, Beilinson, Bloh and Kato, (see, for example, [17℄) it is
lear that motivi L-funtions are supposed, in an ideal world, to give aess to invariants in arithmeti
geometry of a Diophantine nature. The diulty arises when we fous on the very primitive onerns
of Diophantine geometry, whih might broadly be haraterized as the study of maps between shemes
of nite type over Z or Q. One might attempt, for example, to dene the points of a motive M over
Q using a formula like
Ext
1(Q(0),M)
or even
RHom(Q(0),M),
hoping it eventually to be adequate in a large number of situations. However, even in the best of all
worlds, this formula will never provide diret aess to the points of a sheme, exept in very speial
situations like M = H1(A) with A an abelian variety. This is a ritial limitation of the abelian
nature of motives, rendering it quite diult to nd diret appliations to any mildly non-abelian
Diophantine problem, say that posed by a urve of genus 2. It is worth remarking that this limitation
is essentially by design, sine the whole point of the motivi ategory is to linearize by inreasing the
number of morphisms
1
. Of ourse we should pause to aknowledge the role of tehnology that is more
or less motivi in nature within two of the most elebrated Diophantine results of our times, namely
the theorems of Faltings and of Wiles. But there, the idea is to onstrain points on a non-abelian
variety by foring them to parametrize motives of a very speial type. The method of ahieving this
is highly ingenious in eah ase and, therefore, undersores our onern that it is rather unlikely to
be part of a general system, and ertainly not of the motivi philosophy as it stands.
1
Even then, we omplain that there are not enough.
1
Muh has been written about the meaning of anabelian geometry, with a general tendeny to retreat
to the realm of urves as the only rm ground on whih to venture real assertions or onjetures. We
as well will proeed to use X to denote a smooth projetive urve of genus at least two over Q. The
basi anabelian proposal then is to replae the Ext group that appeared above by the topologial
spae
H1(G, piet1 (X¯, b)),
the non-abelian ontinuous ohomology [35℄ of the absolute Galois group G = Gal(Q¯/Q) of Q with
oeients in the pronite étale fundamental group of X . The notation will suggest that a rational
basepoint b ∈ X(Q) has been introdued. Many anabelian results do not require it [29℄, but the
Diophantine issues disussed today will gain in larity by having it at the outset, even if the resulting
restrition may appear as serious to many. An immediate relation to the full set of points is established
by way of a non-abelian Albanese map
X(Q)
κna
✲ H1(G, piet1 (X¯, b));
x 7→ [piet1 (X¯; b, x)].
We remind ourselves that the denition of fundamental groups in the style of Grothendiek [39℄
typially starts from a suitable ategory over X , in this ase that of nite étale overs of
X¯ = X ×
Spe(Q) Spe(Q¯)
that we might denote by
Cov(X¯).
The hoie of any point y ∈ X¯ determines a ber funtor
Fy : Cov(X¯) ✲ Finite Sets,
using whih the fundamental group is dened to be
piet1 (X¯, y) := Aut(Fy),
in the sense of invertible natural transformations familiar from ategory theory
2
. Given two points y
and z, there is also the set of étale paths
piet1 (X¯; y, z) := Isom(Fy, Fz)
from y to z that the bare denitions equip with a right ation of piet1 (X¯, y), turning it thereby into a
torsor for the fundamental group. When y and z are rational points, the naturality of the onstrutions
equips all objets with a ompatible ation of G, appearing in the non-abelian ohomology set and
the denition of the map κna.
The ontext should make it lear that H1(G, piet1 (X¯, b)) an be understood as a non-abelian Jao-
bian in an étale pronite realization, where the analogy might be strengthened by the interpretation
of the G-ation as dening a sheaf on Spe(Q) and H1(G, piet1 (X¯, b)) as the moduli spae of torsors for
2
The reader unfamiliar with suh notions would do well to think about the ase of a funtor
F : Nop→C
whose soure is the ategory of natural numbers with a single morphism from n to m for eah pair m ≤ n. Of ourse
this is just a sequene
→F (3)→F (2)→F (1)→F (0)
of objets in C, and an automorphism of F is a ompatible sequene (gi)i∈N of automorphisms
gi : F (i) ≃ F (i).
For a general F : B→C, it is protable to think of B as a ompliated indexing set for things in C.
2
piet1 (X¯, b) in the étale topos of Spe(Q). It is instrutive to ompare this spae with the moduli spae
Bunn(X) of rank n vetors bundles on X for n ≥ 2. Their study was initiated in a famous paper of
André Weil [42℄ whose title suggests the intention of the author to regard them also as non-abelian
Jaobians. Perhaps less well-known is the main motivation of the paper, whih the introdution es-
sentially states to be the study of rational points on urves of higher genus. Weil had at that point
already expeted non-abelian fundamental groups to intervene somehow in a proof of the Mordell
onjeture, exept that a reasonable arithmeti theory of pi1 was not available at the time. In order
to make the onnetion to elds of denition, Weil proeeded to interpret the representations of the
fundamental group in terms of algebrai vetor bundles, whose moduli would then have the same eld
of denition as the urve. In this sense, the paper is very muh a ontinuation of Weil's thesis [41℄,
where an algebrai interpretation of the Jaobian is attempted with the same goal in mind, however
with only the partial suess noted by Hadamard. The spaes Bunn(X) of ourse fared no better,
and it is perhaps sensible to ask why. One possibility was suggested by Serre [36℄ in his summary of
Weil's mathematial ontributions, where he alls attention to the lak of the geometri tehnology
requisite to a full onstrution of Bunn, whih was subsequently developed only in the 60's by Mum-
ford, Narasimhan, Seshadri, and others [27, 30℄. However, even with geometri invariant theory and
its relation to pi1 ompleted in the remarkable work of Carlos Simpson [38℄, there has never been any
diret appliations of these moduli spaes (or their otangent bundles) to Diophantine problems. It is
for this reason that the author loates the diulty in a far more elementary soure, namely, the lak
of an Albanese map to go with Bunn. Unless n = 1, there is no anonial relation
3
between Bunn and
the points on X . It is fortunate then that the étale topology manages to provide us with two valuable
tools, namely, topologial fundamental groups that ome with elds of denition; and topologial
lassifying spaes with extremely anonial Albanese maps. We owe this to a distinguished feature of
Grothendiek's theory: the exible use of basepoints, whih are allowed to be any geometri point at
all. The idea that Galois groups of a ertain sort should be regarded as fundamental groups is likely
to be very old, as Takagi[16℄ refers to Hilbert's preoupation with Riemann surfaes as inspiration
for lass eld theory. Indeed, it is true that that the fundamental group of a smooth variety V will
be isomorphi to the Galois group Gal(k(V )nr/k(V )) of a maximal unramied extension k(V )nr of
its funtion eld k(V ). However, this isomorphism will be anonial only when the basepoint is taken
to be a separable losure of k(V ) that ontains k(V )nr:
b : Spe(k(V )s)→Spe(k(V )nr)→Spe(k(V ))→V.
Within the Galois group approah, there is little room for small basepoints that ome through rational
points, or a study of variation. In fat, there seems to be no reasonable way to t path spaes at all
into the eld piture. This ould then be desribed as the preise ingredient missing in the arithmeti
theory of fundamental groups at the time of Weil's paper. Even after the introdution of moving
basepoints, appreiation of their genuine usefulness appears to have taken some time to develop. A
rather ommon response is to pass quikly to invariants or situations where the basepoint an be safely
ignored. The author for example ame to appreiate the basepoint as a variable only after reading
Professor Deligne's paper written in the 80's [7℄ as well as the papers of Hodge-theorists like Dik
Hain [15℄.
One way to visualize path spaes is to onsider a universal (pro-)over
˜¯X ✲ X¯.
The hoie of a lifting b˜ ∈ ˜¯Xb turns the pair into a universal pointed overing spae. The uniqueness
then allows us to desend to Q, while the universal property determines anonial isomorphisms
˜¯Xx ≃ pi
et
1 (X¯ ; b, x),
3
It is oneivable that the theory of Heke orrespondenes an be employed to establish the link.
3
so that the Galois ation an be interpreted using the ation on bers
4
. This is one way to see that
the map κna will never send x 6= b to the trivial torsor, that is, a torsor with an element xed by
G, sine, by the Mordell-Weil theorem, nothing but the basepoint will lift rationally even up to the
maximal abelian quotient of
˜¯X . A hange of basepoint5 then shows that the map must in fat be
injetive. That is, we have arrived at the striking fat that points an really be distinguished through
the assoiated torsors
6
. In elementary topology, one enounters already the warning that suh path
spaes are isomorphi, but not in a anonial fashion. The distintion may appear pedanti until one
meets suh enrihed situations as to endow the torsors with the extra struture neessary to make
them genuinely dierent.
The remarkable setion onjeture of Grothendiek [14℄ proposes that κna is even surjetive:
X(Q) ≃ H1(G, piet1 (X¯, b)),
that is,
every torsor should be a path torsor.
The reader is urged to ompare this onjeture with the assertion that the map
Ê(Q) ≃ H1f (G, pi
et
1 (E¯, e)),
from Kummer theory is supposed to be bijetive for an ellipti urve (E, e). A small dierene has
to do with the loal `Selmer' onditions on ohomology indiated by the subsript `f ', whih the
omplexity of the non-abelian fundamental group is supposed to render unneessary. This is a subtle
point on whih the experts seem not to oer a onsensus. Nevertheless, the omparison should make it
lear to the newomer that a resolution of the setion onjeture is quite unlikely to be straightforward,
being, as it is, a deep non-abelian inarnation of the priniple that suitable onditions on a Galois-
theoreti onstrution should fore it to `ome from geometry'
7
. And then, the role of this bijetion
in the desent algorithm for ellipti urves might suggest a useful Diophantine ontext for the setion
onjeture [22℄. Yet another reason for thinking the analogy through is a hope that the few deades
worth of eort that went into the study of Selmer groups of ellipti urves might illuminate ertain
aspets of the setion onjeture as well, even at the level of onrete tehnology.
*
Our main onern today is with a version of these ideas where the parallel with ellipti urves
is espeially ompelling, in that a good deal of unity between the abelian and non-abelian realms is
substantially realized. This is when the pronite fundamental group is replaed by the motivi one
[7℄:
piM1 (X¯, b).
4
The diult problem of oming to atual grips with this is that of onstruting a onal system making up
˜¯X in a
manner that makes the ation maximally visible. Consider Gm or an ellipti urve.
5
One needs here the elementary fat that an isomorphism of torsors
pi1(X¯ ; b, x) ≃ pi1(X¯ ; b, y)
is neessarily indued by a path Fx ≃ Fy .
6
It is however, quite interesting to work out injetivity or its failure for quotients of fundamental groups orresponding
to other natural systems, like modular towers. Alternatively, one ould use the full fundamental group for a variety
where the answer is muh less obvious, like a moduli spae of urves.
7
This notion in abelian settings oinides roughly with `motivi.'
4
The motivi fundamental group lies between the pronite pi1 and homology in omplexity:
pˆi1(X¯, b)
|
piM1 (X¯, b)
|
H1(X¯)
although it should be aknowledged right away that it is muh loser to the bottom of the hierarhy.
The preise meaning of `motivi' should not worry us here more than in other semi-formal expositions
on the subjet, sine we will regress quikly to the rather preise use of realizations. But still, some
inspiration may be gather by the rather ghostly presene of a lassifying spae
H1M (G, pi
M
1 (X¯, b))
of motivi torsors as well that of a motivi Albanese map
κM : X(Q) ✲ H1M (G, pi
M
1 (X¯, b))
that assoiates to points motivi torsors
piM1 (X¯ ; b, x)
of paths. The astute reader will objet that we are again using the points of X to parametrize motives
as in the subterfuge of Parshin and Frey, to whih we reply that the urrent family is entirely intrinsi
to the urve X , and requires no partiular ingenuity to onsider.
When it omes to preise denitions [20, 21℄, that we must (alas!) init upon the reader in a
rapid suession of mildly tehnial paragraphs, the most important (Tannakian) ategory
Un(X¯,Qp)
onsists of loally onstant unipotent Qp-sheaves on X¯, where a sheaf is unipotent if it an be on-
struted using suessive extensions starting from the onstant sheaf [Qp]X¯ . As in the pronite theory,
we have a ber funtor
Fb : Un(X¯,Qp)→VetQp
that assoiates to a sheaf V its stalk Vb, whih has now aquired a linear nature. The Qp-pro-unipotent
étale fundamental group is dened to be
U := pi
u,Qp
1 (X¯, b) := Aut
⊗(Fb),
the tensor-ompatible
8
automorphisms of the ber funtor, whih the linearity equips with the added
struture of a pro-algebrai pro-unipotent group over Qp. In fat, the desending entral series ltra-
tion
U = U1 ⊃ U2 ⊃ U3 ⊃ · · ·
yields the nite-dimensional algebrai quotients
Un = U
n+1\U,
at the very bottom of whih is an identiation
U1 = H
et
1 (X¯,Qp) = VpJ := TpJ ⊗Qp
8
To see the signiane of this notion, one should onsider the group algebra C[G] of a nite group G. On the
ategory RepG(C) of G-representations on omplex vetor spaes, we have the ber funtor that forgets the G-ation.
Any unit in C[G] denes an automorphism of this funtor, while the elements of G will then be piked out by the
ondition of being tensor-ompatible.
5
with the Qp-Tate module of the (abelian) Jaobian J of X . The dierent levels are onneted by
exat sequenes
0→Un+1\Un→Un→Un−1→0
that add the extra term Un+1\Un at eah stage, whih, however, is a vetor group that an be
approahed with rather onventional tehniques. In fat, the G-ation on U lifts the well-studied one
on V = VpJ , and repeated ommutators ome together to a quotient map
V ⊗n ✲✲ Un+1\Un,
plaing the assoiated graded piees into the ategory of motives generated by J . The indutive
pattern of these exat sequenes is instrumental in making the unipotent ompletions onsiderably
more tratable than their pronite anestors.
We will again denote by H1(G,Un) ontinuous Galois ohomology with values in the points of Un.
For n ≥ 2, this is still non-abelian ohomology, and hene, laks the struture of a group. Nevertheless,
the proximity to homology is evidened in the presene of a remarkable subspae
H1f (G,Un) ⊂ H
1(G,Un)
dened by loal `Selmer' onditions
9
that require the lasses to be
(a) unramied outside T = S ∪ {p}, where S is the set of primes of bad redution;
(b) and rystalline at p, a ondition oming from p-adi Hodge theory.
The loality of the onditions refers to their fous on the pull-bak of a torsor for U to the ompleted
elds Spe(Ql). For l /∈ T , (a) requires the torsor to trivialize over an unramied extension of Ql, while
ondition (b) requires it to trivialize over Fontaine's ring Bcr of rystalline periods [8℄. One ould
equivalently desribe the relevant torsors as having oordinate rings that are unramied or rystalline
as representations of the loal Galois groups.
Quite important to our purposes is the algebraiity of the system
· · ·→H1f (G,Un+1)→H
1
f (G,Un)→H
1
f (G,Un−1)→· · · .
This is the Selmer variety of X . That is, eah H1f (G,Un) is an algebrai variety over Qp and the
transition maps are algebrai, so that
H1f (G,U) = {H
1
f (G,Un)}
is now a moduli spae very similar to the ones that ome up in the study of Riemann surfaes [11℄,
in that it parametrizes rystalline prinipal bundles for U in the étale topology of Spe(Z[1/S]). By
omparison H1(G, piet1 (X¯, b)) has no apparent struture but that of a pro-nite spae: the motivi
ontext has restored some geometry
10
to the moduli spaes of interest. The algebrai struture is best
understood in terms of GT = Gal(QT /Q), where QT is the maximal extension of Q unramied outside
T . Our moduli spae H1f (G,Un) sits inside H
1(GT , Un) as a subvariety dened by the additional
rystalline ondition. For the latter, there are sequenes
0→H1(GT , U
n+1\Un)→H1(GT , Un)→H
1(GT , Un−1)
δn−1
→
H2(GT , U
n+1\Un)
exat in a natural sense, and the algebrai strutures are built up iteratively from the Qp-linear
struture on the
Hi(GT , U
n+1\Un)
9
Starting at this point, one should take p to be a prime of good redution for X, even though an extension of the
theory to the general ase should be straightforward.
10
`Coeient geometry,' one might say, in ontrast to Bunn, whih arries the algebrai geometry of the eld of
denition.
6
using the fat that the boundary maps δn−1 are algebrai
11
. That is, H1(GT , Un) is indutively
realized as a torsor for the vetor group H1(GT , U
n+1\Un) lying over the kernel of δn−1.
It should omes as no surprise at this point that there is a map
κu = {κun} : X(Q) ✲ H
1
f (G,U)
assoiating to a point x the prinipal U -bundle
P (x) = pi
u,Qp
1 (X¯; b, x) := Isom
⊗(Fb, Fx)
of tensor-ompatible isomorphisms from Fb to Fx, that is, the Qp-pro-unipotent étale paths from b to
x. This map is best viewed as a tower:
.
.
.
.
.
. H1f (G,U4)
H1f (G,U3)
❄
H1f (G,U2)
❄
X(Q)
κu
1 ✲
κ
u
4
✲
κ
u
3
✲
κ
u
2
✲
H1f (G,U1)
❄
= H1f (G, Tp ⊗Qp).
For n = 1,
κu1 : X(Q)→H
1
f (G,U1) = H
1
f (G, TpJ ⊗Qp)
redues to the map from Kummer theory. But the maps κun for n ≥ 2, muh weaker as they are than
the κna disussed in the pronite ontext, still do not extend to yles in any natural way, and hene,
retain the possibility of separating the struture
12
of X(Q) from that of JX(Q).
Restriting U to the étale site of Qp, there are loal analogues
κup,n : X(Qp)→H
1
f (Gp, Un)
that an be desribed expliitly (and rather surprisingly) using non-abelian p-adi Hodge theory. More
preisely, there is a ompatible family of isomorphisms
D : H1f (Gp, Un) ≃ U
DR
n /F
0
to homogeneous spaes for the De Rham fundamental group
UDR = piDR1 (X ⊗Qp, b)
of X ⊗Qp. Here, U
DR
lassies unipotent vetor bundles with at onnetions on X ⊗Qp, while
UDR/F 0
is a moduli spae for UDR-torsor that arry ompatible Hodge ltrations and Frobenius ations, the
latter being obtained from a omparison isomorphism
13
with the rystalline fundamental group and
path torsors assoiated to a redution modulo p. The advantage of the De Rham realization is its
11
The reader is warned that it is non-linear in general.
12
It might be suggested, only half in jest, that the Jaobian, introdued by Weil to aid in the Diophantine study of a
urve, has been getting in the way ever sine.
13
That is to say, if X denotes a smooth and proper Zp-model of X ⊗ Qp, the ategory of unipotent vetor bundles
with at onnetions on X ⊗ Qp is equivalent to the ategory of unipotent onvergent isoystals on X ⊗Zp Fp. This
omparison is the ruial ingredient in dening p-adi iterated integrals [10℄.
7
expression as a p-adi homogenous spae whose form is far more transparent than that of Galois
ohomology. The map D (for Dieudonné, as in the theory of p-divisible groups) assoiates to a
rystalline prinipal bundle P = Spe(P) for U , the spae
D(P ) = Spe([P ⊗Bcr]
Gp).
This ends up as a UDR-torsor with Frobenius ation and Hodge ltration inherited from that of Bcr.
The ompatibility of the two onstrutions is expressed by a diagram
X(Qp)
κnap
✲ H1f (Gp, U)
UDR/F 0
D
❄
κ u
d
r/
cr
✲
whose ommutativity amounts to the non-abelian omparison isomorphism [31℄
piDR1 (X ⊗Qp; b, x)⊗Bcr ≃ pi
u,Qp
1 (X¯ ; b, x)⊗Bcr.
The expliit nature of the map
κudr/cr : X(Qp)→U
DR/F 0,
is a onsequene of the p-adi iterated integrals14 [10℄
∫ z
b
α1α2 · · ·αn
that appear in its oordinates. This expression endows the map with a highly transendental nature:
for any residue disk ]y[⊂ X(Qp),
κudr/cr,n(]y[) ⊂ U
DR
n /F
0
is Zariski dense for eah n, and is made up of non-zero onvergent power series that are obtained
expliitly as repeated anti-derivatives starting from dierential forms on X .
Finally, the loal and global onstrutions t into a family of ommutative diagrams
X(Q) ✲ X(Qp)
H1f (G,Un)
❄
lop
✲ H1f (Gp, Un)
❄
D
✲ UDRn /F
0
✲
where the bottom horizontal maps are algebrai and the vertial maps transendental. Thus, the
diult inlusion X(Q) ⊂ X(Qp) has been replaed by the map
15 logp := D ◦ lop, whose algebraiity
gives a glimmer of hope that the arithmeti geometry an be understood and ontrolled.
The following result is basi to the theory.
Theorem 1 Suppose
logp(H
1
f (G,Un)) ⊂ U
DR
n /F
0
is not Zariski dense for some n. Then X(Q) is nite16.
14
Speial values of suh integrals have attrated attention beause of the onnetion to values of L-funtions. Here
we are interested primarily in the integrals themselves as analyti funtions, and in their zeros.
15
The strange notation is omes the view that D is itself a log map, aording to Bloh and Kato [2℄.
16
Professor Serre would objet that the theorem is trivially true sine X(Q) is nite. The author oers no defense.
8
The proof of this assertion in its entirety is aptured by the diagram
X(Q) ⊂ ✲ X(Qp)
H1f (G,Un)
κun
❄
logp
✲ UDRn /F
0
κudr/cr,n
❄
Qp
∃φ 6=0
❄
indiating the existene of a non-zero algebrai funtion φ vanishing on logp(H
1
f (G,Un)). Hene, the
funtion φ ◦ κudr/cr,n on X(Qp) vanishes on X(Q). But this funtion is a non-vanishing onvergent
power series on eah residue disk, whih therefore an have only nitely many zeros. ✷.
A slightly more geometri aount of the proof might point to the fat that the image of X(Qp)
in UDRn /F
0
is a spae-lling urve, with no portion ontained in a proper subspae. Hene, its
intersetion with any proper subvariety must be disrete. Being ompat as well, it must then be
nite
17
. Serge Lang one proposed a strategy for proving the Mordell onjeture by deduing it from
a purely geometri hope that the omplex points on a urve of higher genus might interset a nitely
generated subgroup of the Jaobian in nitely many points. While that idea turned out to be very
diult to realize, here we have a non-Arhimedean analogue, wtih UDRn /F
0
playing the role of the
omplex Jaobian, and the Selmer variety that of the Mordell-Weil group.
The hypothesis of the theorem on non-denseness of the global Selmer variety is expeted always
to hold for n large, in that we should have [21℄
dimH1f (G,Un) << dimU
DR
n /F
0.
(Reall that the map logp is algebrai.) Suh an inequality follows, for example, from the reasonable
folklore onjeture that
H1f (G,M) = 0
for a motivi Galois representation
18 M of weight > 0. This, in turn, might be dedued from the
onjeture of Fontaine and Mazur on Galois representations of geometri origin [9℄, or from portions
of the Bloh-Kato onjeture
19
[2℄. The point is that if we reognized the elements of H1f (G,M)
themselves to be motivi, then the vanishing would follow from the existene of a weight ltration.
Thus instead of the impliation
Non-abelian `niteness of X' (= setion onjeture) ⇒ niteness of X(Q).
expeted by Grothendiek, we have
`Higher abelian niteness of X' (that H1f (G,M) is generated by motives)⇒ niteness of
X(Q).
This is not the only plae that our onsiderations revolve around pale shadows of the setion onjeture.
One notes for example, the ritial use of the dense image of κudr/cr, whih ould itself be thought of
as an `approximate loal setion onjeture.'
17
This proof, involving a straightforward interplay of denseness, non-denseness, and ompatness, is a urious avatar
of some ideas of Professor Deligne relating the setion onjeture to Diophantine niteness.
18
It sues here to take M to be among the motives generated by H1(X).
19
We thus have reason, in the manner of physiists, to regard Theorem 1 as good news for mixed motives, in that
highly non-trivial real phenomena are among the orollaries of their theory. A small ounterpoint to the pessimisti
view of Professor Serre.
9
In spite of all suh luubrations (that fasinate the author and quite likely no one else), we must
now fae the plain and painful fat that an unonditional proof of the hypothesis for large n (and hene,
a new proof of niteness) an be given only in situations where the image of G inside Aut(H1(X¯,Zp))
is essentially abelian. That is, when
-X is an ane hyperboli of genus zero (say P1 \ {0, 1,∞}) [20℄;
-X = E \ {e} for an ellipti urve E with omplex multipliation [23℄;
-(with John Coates) X is ompat of genus ≥ 2 and the Jaobian J fators into abelian
varieties with potential omplex multipliation [3℄.
The rst two ases require a rather obvious modiation tailored to the study of integral points, while
the two CM ases require p to be split inside the CM elds. Given the intermediate state of the
purported appliation, the reason for persevering in an abstruse investigation of known results might
seem obsure indeed. We will return to this point towards the end of the leture, side-stepping the
issue for now in favor of a brief sketh of the methodology, onning our attention to the third lass
of urves.
There is a pleasant quotient
20
U ✲✲ W := U/[[U,U ], [U,U ]]
of U that allows us to extend the key diagrams.
X(ZS) ⊂ ✲ X(Zp)
H1f (G,Un)
κun
❄
lop
✲ H1f (Gp, Un)
κup,n
❄
D
✲ UDRn /F
0
κ u
dr/cr,n
✲
H1f (G,Wn)
❄
lop
✲ H1f (Gp,Wn)
❄
D
✲ WDRn /F
0
❄
The struture of W turns out to be muh simpler than that of U , and we obtain the following result.
Theorem 2 (with John Coates) Suppose J is isogenous to a produt of abelian varieties having
potential omplex multipliation. Choose the prime p to split in all the CM elds that our. Then
dimH1f (G,Wn) < dimW
DR
n /F
0
for n suiently large.
The non-denseness of logp(H
1
f (G,U)) is an obvious orollary.
We give an outline of the proof assuming J is simple. Sine
dimH1f (G,Wn) ≤ dimH
1(GT ,Wn),
it sues to estimate the dimension of ohomology with restrited ramiation. Via the exat se-
quenes
0→H1(GT ,W
n+1\Wn)→H1(GT ,Wn)→H
1(GT ,Wn−1)
the estimate an be redued to a sum of abelian ones:
dimH1(GT ,Wn) ≤
n∑
i=1
dimH1(GT ,W
i+1\W i).
20
For P
1 \ {0, 1,∞}, suh quotients ame up in the proess of isolating (simple-)polylogarithms [1℄.
10
The linear representations W i+1\W i ome with Euler harateristi formulas21 [28℄:
dimH0(GT ,W
i+1\W i)− dimH1(GT ,W
i+1\W i)
+dimH2(GT ,W
i+1\W i) = −dim[W i+1\W i]−.
out of whih the H0 term always vanishes, leaving
dimH1(GT ,W
i+1\W i) = dim[W i+1\W i]− + dimH2(GT ,W
i+1\W i).
The omparison with the topologial fundamental group of X(C) reveals U to be the unipotent
ompletion of a free group on 2g generators modulo a single relation. This fat an applied to
onstrut a Hall basis for the Lie algebra of W [33℄, from whih we get an elementary estimate
n∑
i=1
dim[W i+1\W i]− ≤ [(2g − 1)/2]
n2g
(2g)!
+O(n2g−1).
Similarly, on the De Rham side the dimension
dimWDRn /F
0 =W2/F
0 +
n∑
i=3
dim[WDR,i+1\WDR,i]
an easily be bounded below by
(2g − 2)
n2g
(2g)!
+O(n2g−1).
Hene, sine g ≥ 2, we have
n∑
i=1
dim[W i+1\W i]− << dimWDRn /F
0.
Therefore, it remains to show that
n∑
i=1
dimH2(GT ,W
i+1\W i) = O(n2g−1).
Standard arguments with Poitou-Tate duality
22
[28℄ eventually redues the problem to the study of
HomΓ[M(−1),
n∑
i=1
[W i+1\W i]∗],
where
-F ontains Q(J [p]) and is a eld of denition for all the omplex multipliation;
-Γ = Gal(F∞/F ) for the eld
F∞ = F (J [p
∞])
generated by the p-power torsion of J ;
-and
M = Gal(H/F∞)
is the Galois group of the p-Hilbert lass eld H of F∞.
21
The minus sign in the supersript refers to the negative eigenspae of omplex onjugation. This has roughly half
the dimension of the total spae, and ends up unduly important to our estimates.
22
whih swithes the fous from H2 to H1 at the ost of dealing with some insigniant loal terms
11
Choosing an annihilator
23
L ∈ Λ := Zp[[Γ]] ≃ Zp[[T1, T2, . . . , T2g]]
for M(−1) in the Iwasawa algebra, we need to ount its zeros among the haraters that appear in
n∑
i=1
[W i+1\W i]∗.
If{ψi}
2g
i=1 are the haraters that make up H
1(X¯,Qp), the haraters in [W
i+1\W i]∗ are a subset of
ψj1ψj2ψj3 · · ·ψji ,
where j1 < j2 ≥ j3 ≥ · · · ≥ ji. After a hange of variables, a lemma of Greenberg [13℄ allows us to
assume a form
L = a0(T1, . . . , T2g−1) + a1(T1, . . . , T2g−1)T2g + · · ·
+al−1(T1, . . . , T2g−1)T
l−1
2g + T
l
2g,
a polynomial in T2g. We an estimate the number of zeros by onsidering instead the 2g−1 polynomials
obtained by xing the index j1, and ounting their zeros among the set of ψj2ψj3 · · ·ψji with j2 ≥
j3 ≥ · · · ≥ ji. As i runs from 1 to n, the multi-indies in the exponents of
ψm11 ψ
m2
2 · · ·ψ
m2g
2g
that our are among the integer points in a simplex of side length n− 1 in a spae of dimension 2g.
But then, sine the oeients ai depend only on the projetion of these integer points to a simplex
of one smaller dimension, and the number of zeros lying above eah suh point is at most l, the total
number of zeros is O(n2g−1). Sine M(−1) is Λ−nitely-generated, we dedue the bound
HomΓ[M(−1),
n∑
i=1
[W i+1\W i]∗] = O(n2g−1)
desired. ✷
We have now set up the rst genuine oasion to motivate our onstrutions. The annihilator L
is a version of an algebrai p-adi L-funtion ontrolling the situation. It is therefore of non-trivial
interest that the sparseness of its zeros is responsible for the niteness of points. The parallel with
the ase of ellipti urves [5, 18, 26, 34℄ might be seen learly by omparing the impliations
non-vanishing of L ⇒ ontrol of Selmer groups ⇒ niteness of points
familiar from the arithmeti of ellipti urves to the one given:
sparseness of L-zeros ⇒ ontrol of Selmer varieties ⇒ niteness of points.
As promised, the motivi fundamental group has provided a natural thread linking abelian and non-
abelian Diophantine problems.
We remark that the non-CM ase ould proeed along the same lines, exept that the group Γ and
hene, the orresponding Iwasawa algebra is non-abelian. But the fat remains that the estimate
dimHomΛ(M,⊕
n
i=1W
i+1\W i) = O(n2g−1)
is suient for the analogue of Theorem 2, and hene, for the niteness of points. The representation
W i+1\W i is a subquotient of the more familiar one
(Λ2Vp)⊗ (Sym
i−2Vp)
23
provided by a theorem of Greenberg [12℄
12
and the dierene in dimensions is likely to ount for very little in the oarse estimates. It might
therefore be easier to work with
HomΛ[M,⊕
n−2
i=1 (Λ
2Vp)⊗ (Sym
iVp)].
Otmar Venjakob [40℄ has shown that M is loally torsion, so that a generating set {m1,m2, . . . ,md}
for M determines for eah i a non-ommutative power series fi ∈ Λ annihilating mi. We must then
ount the non-abelian zeros
24
of fi, that is, the representations ontaining vetors annihilated by fi
among the irreduible fators of ⊕n−2i=1 (Λ
2Vp)⊗ (Sym
iVp).
John Coates has stressed the role played by the ideal lass group M in this piture, whih is a
priori smaller than the Iwasawa module relevant to ellipti urves. The reason that ramiation at p
an be ignored for now is that the loal ontribution at p is also of lower order as a funtion of n. For
the Diophantine geometry of abelian fundamental groups, however, the option of passing to large n
is absent. One is tempted to oer this as a kind of explanation for the innitely many rational points
that an live on an ellipti urve.
*
Some preliminary evidene at present suggests another reason to pursue a pi1 approah to niteness
[24℄. This is the possibility that the funtion φ ourring in the proof of theorem 1 an be made expliit,
leading to analyti dening equations for
X(Q) ⊂ X(Qp).
For one thing, the map
logp : H
1
f (G,Un)→U
DR
n /F
0
ours in the ategory of algebrai varieties over Qp, and is therefore amenable (in priniple) to
omputation [6, 32℄. Whenever the map itself an be presented, the omputation of the image is then
a matter of applying standard algorithms. A genuinely feasible approah, however, should be eeted
by the ohomologial onstrution of a funtion ψ as below that vanishes on global lasses.
X(Q) ✲ X(Qp)
H1f (G,Un)
❄
lop
✲ H1f (Gp, Un)
❄
D
✲ UDRn /F
0
✲
Qp
ψ
❄✛
φ
That is, one we have ψ, we an put
φ = ψ ◦D−1,
a funtion whose preise omputation might be regarded as a `non-abelian expliit reiproity law.'
The vanishing itself should be explained by a loal-to-global reiproity, as in the work of Kolyvagin,
Rubin, and Kato on the onjeture of Birh and Swinnerton-Dyer [26, 34, 18℄.
24
As noted by Mahesh Kakde, it would be nie to know enough to formulate this in terms of a harateristi element
f ∈ K1(ΛS∗) for M , whereby the ount will be of irreduible representations ρ : Γ→N for whih f(ρ) = 0 [4℄.
13
These speulations are best given substane with an example, albeit in an ane setting. Let
X = E \ {e}, where E is an ellipti urve of rank 1 with X(E)[p∞] = 0. The signiane of the
hypotheses is that the Qp loalization map is bijetive on points,
locp : E(Q)⊗Qp ≃ H
1
f (Gp, Vp(E)),
and the seond ohomology with restrited ramiation vanishes:
H2(GT , Vp(E)) = 0.
We will onstrut a diagram:
X(Z) ✲ X(Zp)
H1f,Z(G,U2)
❄
lop
✲ H1f (Gp, U2)
❄
D
✲ UDR2 /F
0
✲
Qp.
ψ
❄✛
φ
using just the rst non-abelian level U2 of the unipotent fundamental group. We have introdued here
a rened Selmer variety H1f,Z(G,U2) onsisting of lasses that are atually trivial at all plaes l 6= p.
It is a relatively straightforward matter to show that the integral points land in this subspae [25℄.
The relevant struture now is a Heisenberg group
0→Qp(1)→U2→Vp→0,
that we will analyze in terms of the orresponding extension of Lie algebras
0→Qp(1)→L2→Vp→0.
Conveniently, at this level, the Galois ation on L2 splits
25
:
L2 = Vp ⊕Qp(1),
provided we use a tangential base-point at the missing point e. With the identiation26 of U2 and
L2, non-abelian ohains an be thought of as maps
ξ : Gp ✲ L2
and expressed in terms of omponents ξ = (ξ1, ξ2) with respet to the deomposition. The oyle
ondition in these oordinates reads
27
dξ1 = 0, dξ2 = (−1/2)[ξ1, ξ1].
25
This uses the multipliation by [−1], as in Mumford's theory of theta funtions.
26
For unipotent groups, the power series for the log map stops after nitely many terms, dening an algebrai
isomorphism. The group then an be thought of as the Lie algebra itself with a twisted binary operation given by the
Baker-Campbell-Hausdor formula [37℄.
27
In his book on gerbes, Breen emphasizes the importane of a familiarity with the `alulus of ohains.' Indeed, the
typial number-theorist will be quite anxious about non-losed ohains like ξ2. Unfortunately, they are as unavoidable
as the omponents of onnetion forms in non-abelian gauge theory, whih obey ompliated equations even when the
onnetions themselves are losed in a suitable sense.
14
Dene
ψ(ξ) := [lop(x), ξ1]− 2 logχp ∪ ξ2 ∈ H
2(Gp,Qp(1)) ≃ Qp,
where
logχp : Gp→Qp
is the logarithm of the Qp-ylotomi harater and x is a global solution, to the equation
dx = logχp ∪ ξ1.
The equation makes sense on GT sine both χp and ξ1 have natural extensions to global lasses, while
the non-trivial existene of the global solution
x : GT→Vp
is guaranteed by the aforementioned vanishing of H2. One heks readily that ψ(ξ) is indeed a
2-oyle whose lass is independent of the hoie of x.
Theorem 3 ψ vanishes on the image of
lop : H
1
f,Z(G,U2)→H
1
f (Gp, U2).
The proof is a simple onsequene of the standard reiproity sequene
0→H2(GT ,Qp(1))→⊕v∈T H
2(Gv,Qp(1))→Qp→0.
The point is that if ξ is global then so is ψ(ξ). But this lass has been onstruted to vanish at all
plaes l 6= p. Hene, it must also vanish at p.
An expliit formula on the De Rham side in this ase is rather easily obtained. Choose a Weierstrass
equation for E and let
α = dx/y, β = xdx/y.
Dene
logα(z) :=
∫ z
b
α, logβ(z) :=
∫ z
b
β,
D2(z) :=
∫ z
b
αβ,
via (iterated) Coleman integration.
Corollary 4 For any two points y, z ∈ X(Z) ⊂ X(Zp), we have
log2α(y)(D2(z)− logα(z) logβ(z)) = log
2
α(z)(D2(y)− logα(y) logβ(y)).
The proof uses an ation of the multipliative monoid Qp on H
1
f (G,U2) that overs the salar multi-
pliation on E(Q)⊗Qp. That is,
λ · (ξ1, ξ2) = (λξ1, λ
2ξ2).
Evaluating ψ on the lass
logα(x)κ
u
2 (y)− logα(y)κ
u
2 (x) ∈ H
1
f (Gp, U
3\U2)
leads diretly to the formula displayed. The harmonious form of the resulting onstraint is perhaps
an exuse for some general optimism. Of ourse, as it stands, the formula is useful only if there is a
point y of innite order already at hand. One an then look for the other integrals points in the zero
set of the funtion
D2(z)− logα(z) logβ(z)− (
D2(y)− logα(y) logβ(y)
log2α(y)
) log2α(z)
15
in the oordinate z.
Themeaning of the onstrution given is not yet lear to the author, even as some tentative avenues
of interpretation are opening up quite reently. If the analogy with the abelian ase is to be taken
seriously, ψ should be a small fragment of non-abelian duality in Galois ohomology28. For the abelian
quotient, one has the usual duality
H1(Gp, V )×H
1(Gp, V
∗(1)) ✲ H2(Gp,Qp(1)) ≃ Qp
with respet to whih H1f (Gp, V ) and H
1
f (Gp, V
∗(1)) are mutual annihilators. We take the view that
H1(Gp, V
∗(1))/H1f (Gp, V
∗(1))
is thereby a systemati soure of funtions on H1f (Gp, V ), whih an then be used to annihilate
global lasses when the funtion itself omes from a suitable lass
29
in H1(G, V ∗(1)). After a minimal
amount of non-ommutativity has been introdued, our ψ is exatly suh a global funtion on the loal
ohomology H1f (Gp, U2) that ends up thereby annihilating the Selmer variety. The main diulty is
that we know not yet a suitable spae in whih ψ lives. Allowing ourselves a further ight of fany,
the elusive funtion in general might eventually be the subjet of an Iwawasa theory rising out of a
landsape radially more non-abelian and non-linear than we have dared to dream of thus far [19℄.
*
It has been remarked that the title of this leture was hosen to be maximally ambiguous. Notie,
however, that Galois theory in dimension zero, aording to Galois, proposes groups as strutures
enoding the Diophantine geometry of equations in one variable. The proper subjet of Galois theory
in dimension one should then be a unied network of strutures relevant to the Diophantine geometry
of polynomials in two variables. Inluded therein one may nd the arithmeti fundamental groups,
motivi L-funtions of weight one, and moduli spaes of torsors that have already proved their sattered
usefulness to the trade
30
. The piture as a whole is blatantly far from lear, oherent, or omplete at
this stage
31
.
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